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Surface chemistry and interaction with polymers of TiAlN(O) protective
coatings deposited by HPPMS for polymer processing tools
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Plasma deposited TiAlN and TiAlNO wear resistant coatings on tool steels are of

interest for polymer processes such as extrusion and injection molding. In the here

presented approach, the surface chemical properties of TiAlN(O) films are studied as

a function of the deposition parameters by means of X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) [1]. The investigated coatings were synthesized via high power

pulsed magnetron sputtering (HPPMS). It could be shown that the surface

composition of TiAlN(O) films significantly differs from the integral film composition

due to oxidation of the surface near region upon contact with ambient atmosphere or

residual gas immediately after deposition [1]. These effects have to be taken into

account considering adhesion phenomena and the interaction with the polymer melt.

The formation of the oxygen adsorption layer on TiAlN at low oxygen partial pressure

was monitored in-situ by time resolved XPS spectroscopy with a time resolution of

several seconds. It could be shown that the kinetics of the oxidation reaction is quite

fast and occurs within a few minutes even at low oxygen partial pressures of less than

1·10

-8

 mbar. The experimentally observed preferential oxidation reaction of one

element (Ti vs. Al) was compared to DFT based simulations [2]. Furthermore, the

interactions of TiAlN(O) surfaces with model polymers were studied and correlated

with the surface chemical composition.
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